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The Programme
3 Pembrokeshire, out-of-school summer clubs joined the Darwin Centre to explore the
natural history and historic highlights of St. Brides Haven, Pembrokeshire. The clubs were
made up of young people aged between 5 and 16. The visits began with a guided walk
around the coastal fringe of the bay as well as the woodland and Victorian ruins of the old
village. The orchards of the old manor house, the old walled garden and former ponds were
explored. The groups then observed the old grave yard which is being eroded into the sea.
There are medieval tombs protruding from the cliff, the site has previously been excavated
for archaeological study. There is an old lime kiln at the cliff edge which allowed for
discussions on the geological aspects of Pembrokeshire and the importance of the varying
geological features of the county; igneous, sedimentary and metamorphic rocks. The coal
fields of the county were also discussed.
After a picnic at lunch time the group enjoyed a rocky shore ramble. There is a large variety
of marine life at St. Brides due to its sheltered position on the south side of the Milford
Haven estuary. The geological aspects of the rocky shore and the action of the sea were
discussed. The majority of the afternoon was spent rock pooling, collecting as many
different species as possible (under supervision). The event was concluded with a handling
session and explanations of the adaptations, food chains, life cycles, habitats and
interactions of the various species.
The event was funded by a generous donation from the Alice McCosh Trust and time in-kind
from the Darwin Centre. Without the Alice McCosh funding the events would not have been
affordable. The pictures and feedback in this report speak volumes for the impact that the
Alice McCosh Trust has made on the lives of the many young people that participated. There
was a palpable sense of wonder of the natural world. Many of the children were excited
about telling their families all about what they had experienced.

Additional Aspects Outside of the Proposal
The project benefited hugely from the generous voluntary participation of Dr. Peter Connell.
Peter is a resident of the Haven’s area that St. Brides belongs to, and has studied the history
and natural history of the area in his retirement from General Practice. Peter assisted on the
walk around the old village, church yard, lime kiln, woods, ponds, and orchards of St. Brides.
Peter has been a supporter of the Darwin Centre for many years, attending various lectures
and workshops. We mentioned the Alice McCosh project and he gleefully offered his
support and time. The walk which he assisted on as part of the day was very informative and
well delivered and had a great response from the children and group leaders.

Evaluation

The Evaluation form is shown below.

Darwin Centre Pupils Evaluation
Canolfan Darwin

Name: __________________ Group: _____________

Age: _____ Girl / Boy

Excellent

Good

Average

Poor

V. Poor

How interesting was the day?
How enjoyable was the day?
How well did you understand the presenters?

Do you think that other groups should attend events like this?

Yes / No

Why do you think other groups should attend these events?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
What one thing excited you most about the day?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________
Do you have any ideas that could make the event better?
_____________________________________________________________________________________________________
_____________________________________________________________

Evaluation Data

One group failed to return the evaluation data. The forms could not be returned because
the club had finished and the next time they meet is next summer. In future when working
with summer clubs Darwin will make every effort to have forms filled out on the day.
Comments made on the evaluation forms are shown below. Adult comments are in bold.
RED HILL SUMMER CLUB
• This event made the children more aware of interesting things in this local area
• Even though most of the children regularly go to the beach they had not been rock
pooling and were very excited with what they found
• We found a pipe fish
• You can learn a lot
• Seeing the ruins was the best bit
• It is fun and you learn a lot
FUNHOUSE SUMMER CLUB
• It gave the children an insight into the history and wildlife in the area
• It would be nice to do it again
• It is fun and educational
• It was amazing
• Finding a crab was the best part of the day
The Darwin Centre view the project as a success, all of the groups involved have requested
future natural history type events with the Darwin Centre. Other groups have also enquired
about such events in response to the newspaper story and word of mouth.
Project Manager, Marten Lewis would like to thank the Alice McCosh Trust for their support
and on going excellent work.
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Costs

Event
Rocky Shore study day
Rocky Shore study day
Rocky Shore study day

Education Presenter
70
70
70
210

Education Assistant
66
66
66
198

Bus
90
90
90
270

Fuel
7
7
7
21

TOTAL
233
233
233
699

Thank You cards from the FUNHOUSE
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